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Introduction: Rock Abrasion Tool (RAT) [1, 2] are 
a part of the Instrument Deployment Device (IDD) in
strumentation  on  the  Mars  Exploration  Rovers 
(MERs),  Spirit  and Opportunity.  The RAT can brush 
and  grind selected  rocks on  the  martian surface  and 
thereby remove dust and the outer, weathered rind of 
the rocks. The grinding tool can remove up to about 5 
mm of a rock and the grinding process produces dust, 
which may for a while be locally suspended in the at
mosphere. 
 In  this  study  we  have  grinded  the  two  Brazilian 
hematite-rich rocks with a RAT simulator in order to 
learn more about the dust collected by RAT magnets. 
By Mössbauer measurements it is possible to compare 
the dust collected by the magnets with the bulk compo
sition of the rock being investigated.  

The RAT magnets:  There are four magnets inte
grated into the RAT housing and these magnets sponta
neously attract some of the magnetic particles that are 
liberated by the grinding process.
  The main purpose of the RAT magnet experiment is to 
provide information about magnetic material in the 
rocks and thereby give information about the rock 
composition that will be supplementary to information 
gathered by the APX- and the Mössbauer spectrome
ters of the IDD.
 There are three different RAT magnets; two of the four 
magnets (#1) are identical and very strong. These mag
nets are designed to attract all magnetic particles from 
the grinding process that happen to come close to these 
magnets. The two other RAT magnets (#2 and #3) are 
different. They are less strong and are designed so they 
have a lower ability to attract and hold magnetic mate
rial. This leads to a preferential attraction of only the 
more strongly magnetic particles that are liberated dur
ing the grinding process. Less magnetic particles will 
be loosely bound on these weaker magnets and easier 
fall off if the RAT is moved – or if other particles ar
rive at the surface of that particular magnet.
Essentially we have seen reddish rock dust on the Op
portunity landing site and more dark or grayish dust 
collected on Spirits RAT magnets. Examples are shown 
in fig. 2.

Fig 1:  Location of the magnets on the bottom of the  
RAT. The two identical strong magnets are labeled #1,  
the less strong magnets (of different strength) are la
beled #2 and #3, respectively. Brush and grinding wheel 
are removed for clarity.

 Fig 2: Images of the RAT after grinding. The left col
umn (with pictures labeled Axxx) are from Spirit with 
xxx being the sol number, while the right column 
(pictures labeled Bxxx) are from Opportunity.
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Simulation Experiments: In order to aid interpreta
tion of the results, we have made a series of simulation 
experiments both with a true copy of the RAT at Hon
eybee Robotics Inc., New York and with a RAT simula
tor (Niels Bohr Institute, Copenhagen).
 The simulation experiments provide the opportunity to 
make more detailed examinations of the dust collected 
by the magnets. We have examined RAT magnet dust 
by Mössbauer spectroscopy. 
 The RAT simulator consists of a diamond grinding 
disk (diameter 25 mm) working through a central hole 
in an aluminum plate containing the four RAT magnets. 
The rotating grinding disk is at a fixed position with re
spect to the rock. In order to simulated the motion of 
the true RAT, the rock sample is mounted on a comput
er controlled plotter that can move the rock as desired. 

Fig. 3: Experimental setup of the RAT simulator

Results:  The two natural hematite-rich rocks con
taining  different  amount  of  magnetite,  (here  named 
GM98003.3 and  Ouro  Preto),  were   grinded  by  the 
RAT simulator. Bulk rock and RAT magnet dust (main
ly from magnet #1) for both samples were examined by 
Mössbauer spectroscopy. 
 These results of a mineralogical analysis are shown in 
table 1:

Sample/Component Hematite (%) Magnetite (%)

GM98003.3_Bulk 90 10

GM98003.3_RAT 78 22

Ouro Preto_Bulk 100 0*

Ouro Preto_RAT 88 12

Table 1:   Results of Mössbauer measurements where 
the bulk composition is compared to the composition  
of the dust on the RAT magnets.
*Below detection limit – ie. < 5%

Note that RAT magnet dust from Ouro Preto contains a 
fair amount of magnetite that is not detectable in the 
parent rock.
 Magnetite is enriched in the dust of on the magnets (as 
compared to the whole rock) by a factor of two and (at 
least) three in the case of GM98003.3 and Ouro Preto, 
respectively. The abundance of magnetite in the RAT 
magnet dust is high enough (>10%) we believe to in
fluence the VIS/NIR reflectance spectra as recorded by 
the Panoramic Camera (Pancam).

Discussion:  The simulation experiments described 
demonstrate the efficiency of the RAT magnets to ex
tract a strongly ferrimagnetic phase during the grinding 
process, even though this phase is present at an abun
dance far below the detection limit of Mössbauer spec
troscopy. In addition, it becomes evident that the min
eralogy of the RAT magnet dust can be substantially 
different  from the  one  of  the  parent  rock.  This  fact 
must be taken into account when interpreting Pancam 
spectra of the RAT magnets.
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Additional Information:  Questions should be di
rected to Kristoffer Leer, ph.d. student, the Marsgroup, 
Niels  Bohr  Institute,  University  of  Copenhagen 
(kleer@fys.ku.dk)
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